A classic question in evolutionary biology concerns the tempo and mode of lineage evolution. Considered variously in relation to resource utilization, intrinsic constraints or hierarchic level, the question of how evolutionary change occurs in general has continued to draw the attention of the field for over a century and a half. Here we use the largest species-level phylogeny of Coenozoic fossil mammals (1031 species) ever assembled and their body size estimates, to show that body size and taxonomic diversification rates declined from the origin of placentals towards the present, and very probably correlate to each other. These findings suggest that morphological and taxic diversifications of mammals occurred hierarchically, with major shifts in body size coinciding with the birth of large clades, followed by taxonomic diversification within these newly formed clades. As the clades expanded, rates of taxonomic diversification proceeded independently of phenotypic evolution. Such a dynamic is consistent with the idea, central to the Modern Synthesis, that mammals radiated adaptively, with the filling of adaptive zones following the radiation.
Introduction
According to the adaptive radiation mode of evolution, rapid phenotypic divergence promotes pulses in diversification via the effect of evolutionary novelties [1, 2] early during the history of a clade. At this initial stage, the rates are thus expected to be associated and generally high [3] [4] . Later on, the pace of phenotypic divergence (the phenotypic evolutionary rate) decreases as ecological opportunities decline [1, [5] [6] [7] [8] , and the two rates may eventually become disconnected [3] . Equally robust evolutionary theory rejects the idea that rates need to be coupled. First, if morphological evolution tends towards an adaptive peak, rates of phenotypic change can be high but just vary randomly around the peak [9, 10] , or else they can slow down irrespective of the net diversification rate [11] . Secondly, no relationship is expected to occur during non-adaptive radiations [12] .
Although the temporal relationship between rates of taxonomic diversification and morphological evolution has attracted much debate, it resulted in surprisingly little investigation. Specific tests for the temporal relationship between taxonomic and phenotypic differentiation are rare and provided contradictory evidence [3, 4, [13] [14] [15] [16] .
The evolution of placental mammals was traditionally described as a pattern of rapid morphological and taxonomic diversification prompted by the extinction of dinosaurs at the K-Pg boundary [17, 18] . The birth of major orders of placental mammals is in fact statistically concentrated in the Palaeogene period, and in the Eocene epoch in particular [19, 20] .
Whereas some reports favour (but did not test) a positive relationship between evolutionary and net diversification rates in early placentals [21] [22] [23] , several recent studies indicate that significant highs in the net diversification rate in mammals are not coincident with [24] [25] or even close to the beginning of the Coenozoic [26] . These findings contradict the idea that the K-Pg played any major role in mammalian evolution, calling into question the very idea that mammals underwent a true adaptive radiation when non-avian dinosaurs became extinct. One potential problem with these studies is that they exclusively rely on the phylogeny of extant mammals to retrieve information about the pace of diversification in the past. This could be problematic because apparent trends in clade diversification based on molecular phylogenies may be produced by different processes [27] [28] [29] . Liow et al. [30] found that including information about the fossil record in studies of diversification provides better inference. In particular, estimates of extinction rates are not likely to be robust to violations of model assumptions [31] . Yet, past extinctions (which are ignored by using phylogenies of extant species) are important to consider since they can mask the occurrence of rapid initial diversification [27, 28] . Putting phenotypic evolution into the equation equally advises for the inclusion of fossil taxa. The addition of extinct species phenotypes dramatically improves inferences about trait evolution [32] and allows investigation of the association between taxonomic and phenotypic diversity [3, 13, 16] .
Here, we study temporal trends in net diversification and phenotypic evolutionary rates in extinct Coenozoic eutherian mammals. We applied explicit phylogenetic methods to a tree, including 1031 species for which we have body size estimates and first and last appearance dates in the fossil record. We divided the record in consecutive time bins by these age estimates, found which species were chronologically present in each bin and cut the phylogeny down to the species included in the bin. Then, we extracted the rates of taxonomic and phenotypic diversification from each time-bin phylogeny. Time bin-specific rates were then regressed to each other and their temporal trends assessed statistically. Although our methods borrow from the neontological literature, they were explicitly applied here to a fossil phylogeny. We consequently explored the reliability of our methods and their sensitivity to sampling issues.
The phenotypic trait we focused on is body size. Body size divergence in eutherians follows a predominantly punctuational mode ( [33] , but see [34] ), suggesting that much divergence in body size occurs at speciation. Thus, the rate of body size evolution should in principle be correlated to the net diversification rate [3] . We expect that the two rates are correlated to each other over most of the Coenozoic, as a consequence of the rapid increase (and subsequent decline) in both taxonomic and phenotypic diversity that occurred during the Palaeogene. We further predict that both phenotypic evolutionary and net diversification rates decline towards the Recent, in keeping with the adaptive radiation-like mode of evolution.
Material and methods
We assembled a phylogenetic tree, including 1031 extinct Coenozoic placental mammals calibrated on the fossil record, for which we either had or produced body size estimates, by expanding upon fossil phylogenies that we published in previous works [35, 36] (see the electronic supplementary material, appendix S1 and S2). The tree includes species belonging to the Fereuungulata (excluding Cetacea and Pholidota) and Proboscidea clades. We excluded clades that have a very scanty and discontinuous fossil record (e.g. Euarchontoglires, Marsupialia, Xenarthra), are not terrestrial (Chiroptera, Cetacea) or are of uncertain phylogenetic status ('condylarths'). Extant species were excluded from the tree because of sampling inequality and to exclude anthropogenic effects (i.e. the extinction of many large-sized species at the end of the Pleistocene) on patterns of body size evolution.
We computed diversification and evolutionary rates directly from the phylogeny. To this end, we first divided the fossil record in 2 Myr long consecutive time bins. Then, for each bin we selected all of the species present in the time bin and computed the time bin phylogeny by pruning the original 1031 species of tree down to the time bin species list. This means that a time bin phylogeny's root will coincide with the full tree's root, whereas its tips will end during the focal time bin (but were here considered to end at the time bin's upper boundary; figure 1) .
For a given time bin i, the net diversification rate was computed as the difference between the number of speciation events (number of dichotomizing lineages) and the number of extinction events (number of terminating lineages) occurring in i, divided by the sum of the tree branch lengths included in i [37] (i.e. the total time of evolution in i; figure 1 ).
The phenotypic evolutionary rate is the variance (d 2 ) term of the evolutionary variance -covariance matrix of the time bin phylogeny under the Brownian motion model. The rate was computed by applying the function ic.sigma in GEIGER [38] to the time bin phylogeny and species body sizes.
The two rates were computed over all consecutive Coenozoic time bins and regressed to each other, after excluding both time bins with less than 20 species present (to get reliable estimates of the phenotypic evolutionary rate), and time bins starting after 5 Ma (since the tree includes only extinct species, all of the tips must terminate during the last few bins, thereby strongly decreasing the net diversification rates in these bins). Regressions were then repeated for the Palaeogene and Neogene periods separately to test the prediction that the association between the rates is most likely to occur during the Palaeogene.
These procedures were specifically meant to deal with a fossil phylogeny. They allow point-estimation of the two rates in the past, relying directly on available fossil phenotypes, rather than on inference based on a tree of extant species and a given, necessarily simplistic, model of phenotypic evolution. Although estimating rates in the past by using real phenotypes is welcome, there are important caveats to consider: sampling inequality between time bins, stratigraphic uncertainty and temporal autocorrelation in the phenotypic evolutionary rates.
To address these problems, we first tested the likelihood that our procedures find significant temporal coupling between the rates when this is in fact true, and find significant relationships when this is in fact false (errors of type I and II). To this aim, we arranged a number of simulations, randomly generating 100 trees and body size data according to either declining or constant diversification and phenotypic evolutionary rates, and either including or excluding sampling effects. In sum, we produced eight types of simulation, four under constant and four under declining diversification rates. Four under constant, and four under declining phenotypic evolutionary rate, and four with-plus four without sampling inequality being taken into account (see the electronic supplementary material, S3). Regressions between the rates were computed on these simulated trees and data.
Stratigraphic ages are not known with certainty. To take this problem into account, we 'time-scaled' the tree adding 10 Myr to the root. The tree polytomies were then randomly resolved rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20122244 100 times and the 10 Myr were re-apportioned to descending, zero-length branches in each tree. This produces 100 random trees where species ages are augmented by a fraction of 10 Myr. Eventually, the ages of the tips are assigned by drawing at random from a uniform distribution bounded between the augmented stratigraphic range for each species [39, 40] . This means that stratigraphic ranges change from one tree to the next [39] . This procedure was carried out using the function timePaleoPhy in the R package paleotree [40] . The 100 randomly resolved trees were used to compute phenotypic evolutionary and net diversification rates for discrete bins, and the regression between the two rates, as described above.
Time bin phylogenies are not independent, because two consecutive time bins share those species able to survive the older time bin to make it into the next, leading to underestimation of the phenotypic evolutionary rate in the younger bin. This is because the expected phylogenetic variance (the root to tip distance of each species) between surviving species is increased by an amount equal to the bin length. Furthermore, rates of phenotypic change along branches in a given time bin are already considered in previous bins. From the above, we expect that phenotypic evolutionary rates are temporally autocorrelated. To address autocorrelation, we used autoregressive integrated moving average (ARIMA) models. An ARIMA model can be considered as a special type of regression model which includes a correction for autocorrelated errors. In our ARIMA model regressions, the vector of phenotypic evolutionary rates calculated over time bins is the dependent variable corrected for autocorrelation, and regressed against the vector of net diversification rates.
We performed ARIMA regression on each of the 100 randomly resolved trees and related rates, and compared the results of regressions between raw data to autocorrelation-free data. ARIMA models were implemented with the R package forecast [41] .
Finally, we tested if the temporal trends in the phenotypic evolutionary rate and the net diversification rate we obtained by using the time bins approach are independently confirmed by different methods. For the phenotypic evolutionary rate, we tested whether the body size change along our tree is better described by a model where the rate changes through time, when compared with Brownian motion (which assumes a constant rate). We borrowed from the functions deltaTree, tworateTree and fitContinuous in GEIGER [38] to detect either a decrease or increase in the rate [42] . The delta transform produces a linear acceleration (or deceleration) of the rate of phenotypic evolution. A d . 1 increases the length of branches away from the root, whereas values of d , 1 increase the length of branches close to the root. Delta ¼ 1 is the Brownian motion model. Conversely, the tworateTree function produces a steady change in the rate at a specified point back in time. Here we modelled the rate change in tworateTree at the Palaeogene/Neogene boundary (23.03 Ma), since the eutherian adaptive radiation is classically described as a Palaeogene phenomenon, for most (but by no means all [43] ) of its major clades. Both functions were adapted to deal with a fossil phylogeny, and the likelihood of the delta and two-rate models compared with that of a simple Brownian motion model by means of the likelihood ratio test (see the electronic supplementary material).
For the net diversification rate, we computed maximumlikelihood speciation and extinction rate estimates over consecutive, 2 Myr long intervals, by using the function bd.shifts.optim in TREEPAR [44] . This method performs especially well for fixed rate shift times [44] . As such, it is most appropriate given our experimental design, as it allows direct comparisons of the net diversification rate estimate to the time-bin method developed here. With bd.shifts.optim, we imposed that the probability of a species living during a given time bin i to get sampled in the next bin i þ 1 is 0.5, to account for the incompleteness of the fossil record. We also explored several other sampling proportions. The trend in the net diversification rate obtained this way was compared with the trend as ascertained by using the time-bin method. Figure 1 . Schematic of the methods applied here to compute phenotypical evolutionary and net diversification rates over consecutive time bins. The full tree to the left is terminated at each bin's upper boundary (the colour lines running across the tree), to produce time bin phylogenies (to the right). For each time bin, the difference between the total number of speciation minus the total number of extinction events is divided for the time bin evolutionary time (grey branches in the tree on the left) to get the diversification rate for that bin. Time bin phylogenies (on the right) are then used to compute the time bin phenotypic evolutionary rate.
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The R scripts used in this study are available as the electronic supplementary material, S4.
Results
Our main findings are that the phenotypic evolutionary rate and the net diversification rate are statistically associated with each other (figure 2); and that both declined towards the Recent (figures 3 and 4).
Our simulations provide evidence that these findings are reliable. The full presentation of our simulation experiments and their results is available as electronic supplementary material, S3 and table S3. Herein we present the most prominent findings. The frequency of false positives (statistically significant positive temporal associations between evolutionary and net diversification rates when the association is in fact false) is comfortably below 5 per cent on average, except when the net diversification rate is designed to be constant and the phenotypic evolutionary rate is designed to decline, in which case we found 10 positive regression slopes. The frequency of false negatives (rejection of significant temporal coupling of rates) is 1 per cent accounting for, and 6 per cent without taking sampling issues into consideration. Importantly, the erroneous inference about the trend in the net diversification rates is negligible. Phenotypic evolutionary rates are consistently inferred to be constant when designed to be constant, and declining when designed to decline. While we cannot exclude a priori that by designing a slower decline in rates over time our procedure would fail to detect the rate decrease more frequently, it is reassuring that real phenotypic evolutionary rate absolute values and ratios are effectively computed under most conditions. The most important deviation from expectations was that the phenotypic evolutionary rate decline is underestimated when the extinction rate is low (see the electronic supplementary material, S3).
The regression between the net diversification rate and the body size evolutionary rate computed over 100, randomly resolved trees, accounting for stratigraphic uncertainty, is significant and positive 68 times. Over the Palaeogene, significant positive relationships occur 54 times. No significant and positive relationship was found over the Neogene (table 1) . Our regression with ARIMA models significantly removes autocorrelation in the residuals, as tested by means of the Breusch-Godfrey test (table 1), 99 times out of 100 cases. The autocorrelation-free regression is significant and positive 45 times, and significant and negative three times (table 1) . For the Palaeogene, the corresponding figures are 98 significant and positive and none significant and negative. Finally, for the Neogene, we found only seven significant relationships, six being negative and only one positive in slope. In an average rate per bin computed over 100 randomly resolved trees is reported. The gray line represents the smoothed mean of the rate. The net diversification rate was estimated at the same time points for both methods. rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20122244
We fitted a single ARIMA model to both variables and applied cross-correlation functions to the residuals of the models. This allows testing the effects of past values of a variable (here the phenotypic evolutionary rate) on the other (the net diversification rate). Cross-correlation revealed that there is a significant lag of 2 Myr between the rates, with the phenotypic evolutionary rate 'anticipating' the net diversification rate by about 4 Myr (i.e. two time bins), in 35 out of 45 significant positive relationships between the rates. A lag of two time bins provides the best cross-correlation for all of the 98 significant and positive relationships that we found to occur over the Palaeogene. Overall, these results indicate that the relationship between the two rates was in fact strong over most of the Coenozoic, and was driven by fast taxonomic and phenotypic diversification in the Palaeogene.
We found that both the net diversification rate (figure 3) and the phenotypic evolutionary rate (figure 4) consistently decline over the Coenozoic, in keeping with our predictions. The reliability of the observed decline in the diversification rate is confirmed by simulations (see the electronic supplementary material, S3), and by computing the rate at successive, 2 Myr distant intervals via maximum-likelihood speciation and extinction estimation (as in ref. [26] ; figure 3b). By using the 2 Myr interval framework, both of the methods used here indicate that there was a strong peak in the net diversification rate during the Mid-Eocene, some 46 -48 Ma, followed by a rapid decrease and then by a new high in the Late Eocene, some 33 Ma (in keeping with ref. [44] ). Neogene rates were low, and even decreased to negative values towards the Recent.
The value of the delta transform computed from the tree and data is 0.41. The delta model outperforms the Brownian motion model (ln-likelihoods: delta, 21377.01, BM, 21402.77; AIC: delta, 2760.02, BM, 2809.55; p LRT 0.001). The 'two rate' model performs worse than BM (ln-likelihood 'two rates': 21408.12; AIC ¼ 2822.27; p LRT ¼ 0.001). The evidence ratio (e the ratio of the Akaike weights of the models) strongly supports the delta model over BM (e ¼ 11.90, which means the delta model is some 12 times more likely than BM), and over 'two rate' (e ¼ 22.48). The e between BM and 'two rate' models is only 1.89. This indicates that the slowdown in the phenotypic evolutionary rate we computed from the time bin data is real. Yet, rather than being driven by a major switch in the rate between Palaeogene and Neogene periods, it was a smooth exponential decline continued over most of the Coenozoic (figure 4).
Discussion
Our results bear out the notion that mammals underwent a period of intense cladogenesis and phenotypic diversification after the extinction of dinosaurs at the K-Pg. By using randomly resolved trees, we found that phenotypic evolutionary and net diversification rates are temporally associated over the Coenozoic. Since the decline of both rates is shallow over the Neogene ( figures 3 and 4) , it is somewhat expected that a significant linear relationship between the rates could not occur in a proportion of the 100 randomly resolved trees (i.e. no significant relationship is expected to occur during Neogene times). Whether or not the association between the two rates generalizes for the entire Coenozoic Era, there is no doubt that high and temporally coupled rates in the Palaeogene drive the pattern.
These results agree with the adaptive radiation-like model of diversification in placentals. We emphasize that evolutionary and net diversification rates need not to be associated throughout the Coenozoic for the adaptive radiation model to apply. Adaptive radiations proceed through an initial phase when rates are high and associated [3 -5,7] , followed by a later phase when both rates decline and may become disconnected. For instance, if extinctions remove species randomly from the occupied morphospace, the perceived disparity would remain high even if the extinction rate increases (and the net diversification rate arguably decreases [5] ). Interestingly, the net diversification rate tends to lag behind the Table 1 . Results of the regression between phenotypic evolutionary rates (y) and net diversification rates (x) computed over Coenozoic time bin phylogenies, using 100 randomly resolved trees with variable species duration. The regressions were computed both by using values as such (untransformed data), and after accounting for temporal autocorrelation (ARIMA model regression). The procedure for removing autocorrelation was successful 99 out of 100 times, as assessed by means of the Breusch -Godfrey test. S þ ¼number of significant and positive or significant and negative (S-) relationships. Confidence intervals of the estimates (95%) are reported within brackets. Both regression types were computed for the entire 'Coenozoic', 'Palaeogene' and 'Neogene' separately. rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org Proc R Soc B 280: 20122244 phenotypic evolutionary rate by some 4 Myr (two time bins). This might be the case because the body size was shown to differentiate slower than other phenotypic traits in large mammalian [45] , and non-mammalian [46] clades. Smith et al. [23] analysed the evolution of the maximum body size in terrestrial mammals during the Coenozoic. They noticed an almost exponential increase in the maximum body size of mammals until the Mid-Eocene. After that, the maximum size levelled off and oscillated following global fluctuations in temperature and land area. The notion that the evolution of the body size in mammals was characterized by an explosive evolution as early as in the Eocene to level off in younger epochs is consistent with our results (figures 3 and 4). The fossil record of most mammalian orders and families further supports the idea that rates of phenotypic and taxonomic evolution were faster and more tightly associated with each other early in the history of modern mammals than later on. Large divergences in body size were common at the birth of modern mammalian orders. It is not a coincidence that most of these orders appeared in the Eocene [19] [20] [21] . At a lower taxonomic level, Merycoidodontidae, Amynodontidae, Tragulidae, Tapiridae, Canidae, Amphicyonidae, Camelidae, Entelodontidae, Anchitheriinae (Equidae), Nimravidae, Ursidae, Mephitidae and Felidae all originated shortly after the Mid-Eocene. After the Eocene, mammals diversified almost exclusively within these early groups, with new species very similar in body size to their closest phylogenetic relatives.
We found a peak in the net diversification rate during the Late Eocene, and a strong decline towards the Recent, which is consistent with a previous account [44] . Yet, Stadler [44] found no evidence for a rapid rise in the net diversification rate after the K-Pg, and pointed out that the rate was constant and uniformly low before the Late Eocene (33 Ma) peak. It is conceivable that the difference between our results and hers exactly depends on the inclusion of extinct clades here, since massive extinction in the distant past may obscure early peaks in diversification under different evolutionary models [27, 28] .
The finding that the net diversification rate in mammals slowed down during the Coenozoic is common but not unquestioned in the palaeontological literature [47] . Alroy's [47] results are explicitly consistent with a burst in mammalian originations soon after the K-Pg, but reject the idea that diversification had a trend [47] . It is not easy to say why our results differ from Alroy's. One possible explanation is the inclusion of small mammals in that study, whereas we focused on large species (fereuungulata and proboscideans). If small mammals diversify faster than large-bodied lineages [48] , they could make the diversification curve steeper towards the present, when their fossil record becomes more conspicuous [47] . Yet, some studies report that rates of speciation and extinction are in fact higher in large mammals [49] .
The idea that the phenotypic evolutionary rate declined in mammals through the Coenozoic appears completely consistent with the mammalian taxonomy and fossil record. As discussed above, most higher-level splits among mammalian orders occurred in the Eocene, and evolution within these orders thereafter proceeded in an adaptive radiation-like fashion. Since species from different orders are inevitably more different from each other than species within a single order, high Palaeogene rates could have been anticipated. Furthermore, a slowdown in the phenotypic evolutionary rate is expected to take place in the course of an adaptive radiation [8] .
Our methodology proved successful in detecting the pace of diversification and phenotypic evolutionary rates, and promises to be a useful tool for further investigation on mammals as well as other groups. We consider especially important the use of the fossil record (where available) in combination with phylogenetic methods to compute evolutionary and net diversification rates, as this increases the scope and precision of such analyses [28, 30, 32] .
